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13 Claims. 
My present invention relates generally to sur 

gical instruments, and has particular reference 
to endoscopic forceps. 

It is a general object of my invention to pro 
Wide an improved instrument of the character 
which comprises a flexible conduit, jaws at the 
for Ward end, a control rod in the conduit for con 
trolling the operation of the jaws, and a control 
handle at the rear of the conduit. Such forceps 
is commonly employed for the grasping and With 
drawal of Stones or other bodies from interior 
cavities. 

It is customary practice to employ forceps of 
the foregoing general character with the aid of 
an endoScopic sheath in Which a telescope and 
an illuminating means may be accommodated, 
thereby permitting the jaws to be maintained 
under illuminated vision during their insertion 
and manipulation. It frequently happens that 
the stone or other body which is to be withdrawn 
from the cavity is of Such a large size that, al 
though the jaws may grasp it, the available space 
in the sheath is insufficient to permit it to be with 
dra-Wn. In Such an event, it is often necessary to 
Complicate the procedure by first inserting a 
Crushing device to reduce the stone or body to 
Smaller pieces; and then again to insert the for 
CepS Which Will grasp the pieces and withdraw 
them. 

It is a particular feature of my present inven 
tion to provide improved forceps which obviates 
the necessity for this relatively lengthy series of 
Operations and Which permits the forceps, after 
it has once grasped the stone, to be employed at 
Once for the withdrawal of the Stone. 
With this general objective in view, it is a fea 

ture of my invention to provide forceps which 
is SO constructed that the endoscopic sheath, and 
other elements in the sheath, may be bodily with 
drawn rear Wardly over the forceps after the jaws 
have been caused to engage a stone or body. This 
desirable result is accomplished by my present 
invention by several novel and unique features 
of construction and a SSembly. 
One of the features of the invention lies in 

providing forceps in which a resilient means, such 
as a Spring, normally retains the jaws in closed 
relationship, independently of any manipulation 
of a control handle. 
A second and coordinate feature lies in pro 

viding a means which permits complete removal 
of the control handle, at Will. 
A third feature of my invention lies in the pro 

vision of a construction in which the rear por 
tion of the forceps is of substantially uniform 
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thickness or diameter, thereby permitting the 
rearward withdrawal thereover of the endoscopic 
sheath. 
Other objects and features of the invention Will 

be more fully understood after this specification 
has been read, and lie in the manner of construc 
tion and aSSembly of parts, whereby a compact, 
efficient, Workmanlike, and entirely practical in 
strument is provided. 

I achieve the foregoing features, and such other 
objects as may hereinafter appear or be pointed 
out, in the manner illustratively exemplified in 
the accompanying drawing, wherein 

Figure 1 is a side view of forceps constructed in 
accordance With my present invention, and show 
ing the handle applied thereto; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 
taken substantially along the line 2-2 of Fig 
lure 1, 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view taken sub 
Stantially along the line 3-3 of Figure 2; 

Figure 4 is a view similar to Figure 1; showing 
the handle in process of removal; and 

Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view taken sub 
stantially along the line 5-5 of Figure 4. 
An elongated, flexible conduit to is provided at 

its forward end with the jaws , which are piv 
oted together and to the forward end of the con 
duit at the point 2. The rear ends of the jaws 
are articulated by links 3 to the forward end 
of a flexible control rod 4 which extends through 
the conduit (). 
The rod 4 extends out of the rear end 5 of 

the conduit and terminates in an enlargement 
;6 which has a peripheral contour substantially 
identical with that of the conduit. Around the 
rod f4, between the enlargement 6 and the rear 
conduit end 3, is a compression coil spring 7 
Which has an external diameter no greater than 
that of the conduit or the enlargement 6. 
AS Will be readily understood, the spring 7 nor 

mally urges the enlargement 6 rearwardly and 
thereby holds the rod 4 in retracted, jaw-closing 
position. 
Near the rear end of the conduit, a portion is so 

constructed as to permit it to be clamped. I have 
illustratively shown a portion 8 which has a 
Square cross-section, as shown most clearly in Fig 
lures. 3 and 4. 
The control handle of the present device con 

Sists essentially of the grips 9 and 20, the former 
being illustratively shown in the form of two cir 
cular rings adapted to receive the forefinger and 
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grip 2 is illustratively shown as a similar ring 
adapted to receive the thumb of the hand. 
These grips are relatively movable, and their 

mode of assembly is illustrated most clearly in 
Figures 2 and 5. The grip is carries, or is mount 
ed upon, a tube 2 which is slidably nested around 
an inner tube 22 which projects forwardly from 
the grip 20. The tube 22 has a rear end wall or 
abutment 23; and the tube 22 is also provided 
with an externally projecting pin 24 which slides 
back and forth in an elongated slot 25 in the outer 
tube 2. The abutment of the pin 24 against the 
forward and rear ends of the slot 25 limits the 
relative movements of the grips 9 and 20. 
Near its forward end the tube 2 is provided 

with a pair of normally spread, resilient, clamp 
ing fingers 26. The forward, inturned ends of 
these fingers or clamps are adapted to engage with 
the squared portion 8 of the conduit, as shown 
most clearly in Figure 2. 

For the purpose of Squeezing the clamps 26 to 
gether, a sleeve 2 is loosely mounted on the Outer 
tube 2 and is slidable back and forth. It is 
preferably provided with the knurled portion 28. 
The sleeve 2 is cut out at oppositesides, so that 
it may move forwardly to the advanced position 
shown in Figure 1, despite the presence of the grip 
Jrings 9. In Figure 2, the sleeve 2 is shown in 
its fully advanced position; and in Figure 5 it is 
shown in its retracted position. In the former fig 
lure, it will be observed that the clamps 26 engage 
with the conduit; while in the latter figure the 
clamps 26 are in their normally spread relation 
ship. 
The nested tubes are applicable over the rear 

end of the forceps. They are positioned forwardly 
to a point. Where the clamps 26 are adapted to 
engage with the conduit, and in this position the 
abutment Wall 23 of the inner tube 22 bears 
against the rear end of the enlargement - 6 that 
is formed on the rear end. Of the rod. 4. With 
the sleeve 2 pushed forwardly, the forceps and 
handle form a unitary structure which may be 
grasped by an operator and which permit the 
operator to push the grip 2 forwardly relative 
to the grip 9, thereby compressing the spring 7, 
and thereby adjusting the rod if i into an advanced 
jaw-opening position. 
When the device is used, it is inserted through 

an endoscopic sheath and out of a fenestra, at the 
for Ward end of the sheath. The jaws. . are then 
maneuvered into proper relationship to the stone 
which is to be grasped, and the engagement of 
the stone is accomplished by opening the jaws 
and then releasing the pressure upon the grips 
9 and 20. The release of this pressure permits 
the spring to function to urge the jaws into 
closed relationship. These jaws thereupon en 
gage a stone, Such as that shown at 29, quite in 
dependently of the control handle. The sleeve 
2 is then shifted rearwardly, thereby releasing 
the clamps 25 from the conduit ?o. This permits 
the entire control handle to be removed rearward 
ly, as indicated in Figure 4. It is then a rela 
tively simple matter to withdraw the entire end 
Oscopic sheath rearwardly over the forceps. This 
is easily accomplished by virtue of the fact that 
the exterior peripheral contour and diameter of 
the rear portion of the forceps is substantially 
uniform. Ultimately, there is nothing left in the 
body cavity except the forceps; and the jaWs at 
the forward end are in firm engagement with the 
stone 29 because of the continued functioning of 
the spring f. 
The final procedure, in withdrawing the stone, 

2,034,785 
is simply to grasp the enlargement 6 and to 
Withdraw it rearwardly out of the body cavity. 
This leaves the maximum space and stretchability 
of the cavity available for passage of the jaws 
E and the stone 29 engaged thereby. 
It Will be understood that the invention is not 

restricted to the Specific type of jaws herein ill 
lustrated. Various types of jaws may, obviously, 
be employed. Similarly, the type of grips may 
be varied to suit differing requirements. The 
characterizing feature of the invention lies in the 
complete removability of the control handle from 
the rear end of the forceps, without impairing 
the firmneSS With which the jaws engage a body. 

It will be understood that changes in the de 
tails, herein described and illustrated for the pur 
pose of explaining the nature of my invention, 
may be made by those skilled in the art. Without 
departing from the Spirit and scope of the inven 
tion as expressed in the appended claims. It is, 
therefore, intended that these details be inter 
preted as illustrative, and not in a limiting sense. 

Having thus described my invention, and illus 
trated its use, What I claim as new and desire 
to Secure by Letter's Patent is 

1. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the con 
duit for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
resilient means for normally retaining said rod in 
jaw-closing position, a control handle adapted to 
actuate said rod into jaw-opening position, and 
means permitting complete removal of the 
handle. 

2. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the con 
duit for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
resilient means for normally retaining said rod 
in jaw-closing position, a control handle adapted 
to actuate said rod into jaw-opening position, 
and means permitting complete removal of the 
handle, Said resilient means being disposed with 
in the peripheral confines of said conduit, so that 
removal of the handle permits an endoscopic 
Sheath to be slipped rear Wardly over the conduit. 

3. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaWS at the forward end, a rod within the con 
duit for controlling the operation of the jaws, a 
Spring Operatively interposed between said con 
duit and rod for normally retaining said rod in 
jaW-closing position, a control handle adapted to 
actuate Said rod into jaw-opening position, and 
means permitting complete removal of the 
handle. 

4. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaWS at the forward end, a rod within the con 
duit for controlling the operation, of the jaws, a 
Spring Operatively interposed between said con 
duit and rod for normally retaining said rod in 
jaw-closing position, a control handles adapted;to 
actuate said rod into jaw-opening position, and 
means permitting complete removal of the han 
dle, said spring being disposed within the periph 
eral confines of Said conduit, so that removal of 
the handle permits an endoscopic sheath to be 
slipped rearwardly over the conduit. 

5. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the con 
duit for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
resilient means for normally retaining Said rod 
in jaW-closing position, a control handle com 
prising relatively movable grips adapted to ac 
tuate Said rod into jaw-opening position, and 
means permitting : complete removal of the han 
dle, Said means comprising a tube carried by one 

t of the grips and applicable over the conduit end, 
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and a device for clamping said tube to the Con 
duit. 

6. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the conduit 
for controlling the operation of the jaws, resilient 
means for normally retaining Said rod in jaw 
closing position, a control handle comprising 
relatively movable grips adapted to actuate said 
rod into jaw-opening position, and means per 
mitting complete removal of the handle, said 
means comprising a pair of nested tubes carried 
by Said grips, respectively, and applicable over 
the conduit end, a device for clamping one of the 
tubes to the conduit, and an abutment on the 
other tube adapted to engage with said rod. 

7. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaWS at the forward end, a rod within the conduit 
for controlling the operation of the jaws, resilient 
means for normally retaining said rod in jaw 
closing position, a control handle comprising 
relatively movable grips adapted to actuate said 
rod into jaw-opening position, and means per 
mitting complete removal of the handle, said 
means comprising a pair of nested tubes carried 
by said grips, respectively, and applicable over 
the conduit end, one of the tubes having resilient, 
normally spread clamps, a device for Squeezing 
said clamps around Said conduit, and an abut 
ment on the other tube adapted to engage with 
Said rod. 

8. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaWS at the forward end, a rod. Within the con 
duit for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
resilient means for normally retaining said rod in 
jaw-closing position, a control handle compris 
ing relatively movable grips adapted to actuate 
Said rod into jaW-Opening position, and means 
permitting complete removal of the handle, said 
means comprising a pair of nested tubes carried 
by Said grips, respectively, and applicable over 
the conduit end, one of the tubes having resil 
ient, normally Spread clamps, a loose sleeve slid 
ably mounted on Said tube and adapted to ride 
over said clamps to Squeeze them into engage 
ment with the conduit, and an abutment on the 
other tube adapted to engage with said rod. 

9. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, jaws 
at the forward end, a rod Within the conduit for 
controlling the operation of the jaws, resilient 
means for normally retaining said rod in re 
tracted, jaw-closing position, a control handle 

3 
comprising relatively movable grips adapted to 
actuate said rod into advanced jaw-opening posi 
tion, and means permitting complete removal of 
the handle, said means comprising a pair of nested 
tubes carried by said grips, respectively, and ap 
plicable over the conduit end, a device for clamp 
ing the outer tube to the conduit, and an abut 
ment Wall in the other tube adapted to bear 
against the rear end of said rod. 

10. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the conduit 
and extending rearwardly beyond the rear conduit 
end for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
means articulating the rod and jaWS so that the 
jaws are closed when the rod is in retracted posi 
tion, and a spring operatively interposed between 
the rear end of the conduit and the rear end of 
the rod for normally retaining said rod in jaW 
closing, retracted position. 

11. In endoscopic forceps, a flexible conduit, 
jaws at the forward end, a rod within the conduit 
and extending rearwardly beyond the rear con 
duit end for controlling the operation of the jaws, 
means articulating the rod and jaws so that the 
jaws are closed when the rod is in retracted posi 
tion, an enlargement on the rear end of the rod, 
said enlargement being Substantially identical in 
peripheral contour with that of the conduit, and 
a coil compression spring around the rod between 
the rear conduit end and said enlargement, Said 
spring retaining the rod in jaw-closing, retracted 
position and having an exterior diameter no 
greater than that of said conduit or said en 
largement. 

12. A removable handle for forceps having a 
flexible conduit of the character described, com 
prising a pair of relatively movable grips, a pair 
of nested tubes carried by said grips, respectively, 
and means for clamping One of Said tubes. Over 
the rear end of said conduit. 

13. A removable handle for forceps having a 
flexible conduit of the character described, com 
prising a pair of relatively movable grips, a pair 
of nested tubes carried by said grips, respectively, 
and applicable over the rear end of Said conduit, 
One of said tubes having resilient, normally spread 
clamps, and a loose sleeve Slidably mounted on 
Said tube and adapted to ride Over Said clamps to 
Squeeze them together. 

FREDERICK CHARLES WAPPLER. 
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